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  Medium Ruled, Soft Cover, 6 x 9, Red, 365 Doodle Pages

  Doodling/Sketching Journal

  This doodle journal was designed to incorporate 2 things - drawing and imagination. 

  Learning to use your imagination is an important skill. Imagination is one of the first steps in
achieving anything and is needed in the creation process. It is what will help you to find solutions to

any obstacle you face or any goal you want to achieve. 

  Doodling helps to bring our imagination to life. Doodling also helps with concentration,
learning/memory, alleviating stress, refining our thoughts and increasing your creativity. 

  Need help with what to sketch? Challenge yourself to draw something you saw during the day and
then make up a little story about it. If you start with something you see, hear or eat during the day,

the mind blocks will be removed and the creativity juice will began to flow. 

  Other sketch/doodle suggestions...
mind map a book, a lecture, a documentary
sketch a goal/dream
sketch ideas about a hobby
map out/sketch a project
do some brainstorming
make a list/drawing of your favorite things

  Children learn to draw before they can read or write. The need to create, to express ourselves is
part of the human experience...so if you need a break take a few moments to doodle. 

  The doodle journal is designed to be used with pencils, colored pencils, colored pens, crayons and
ink stamps. (It isn't designed for watercolors or markers.) 

  There are several editions. If you struggle with a daily journal or need more than one page per day,
pick an edition that has a title or date line. (The undated journals can also be used for brainstorming,

project planning, story development and much more.) 

  Journal/Book Dimensions = 6" x 9" (15.24 cm x 22.86) (It is slightly smaller than a 9.7 iPad.)
Line Spacing = medium/college rule [9/32" (.28" or 7.1 mm)]

Pages = 365 Doodle Pages
Cover = soft cover, Red

  Several index/content pages were included in case you decide to use the Doodle book for project
planning, design creation, brainstorming or something besides doodles. 

  This journal was designed for children, teenagers and adults. This notebook/journal is available in a
variety of page counts and with a variety of book cover colors. 

  Imagination quotes...
Logic will get you from A to Z; Imagination will get you everywhere.
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Albert Einstein

  Imagination leads to creation through the process of making the invisible, visible.
Michael Sage

  Journal/Book Variations...
A = 100 Undated Journal Pages, approximate depth 0.2 inch B = 200 Undated Journal Pages,

approximate depth 0.5 inch C = 365 Undated Journal Pages, approximate depth 0.8 inch D = 365
Dated Yearly Journal Pages, approximate depth 0.8 inch 
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Small,,breeding,,kennel,,specializing,,in,,Miniature,,Red,,,Apricot,,,and,,Chocolate,,Mini,,Goldendoodl
es,,and,,Labradoodles.Quality,,mini,,and,,medium,,Goldendoodles,,from,,health,,tested,,parents.,,,,,B
reeder,,of,,mini,,and,,medium,,sized,,Goldendoodles,,and,,Double,,Doodles,,for,,health,,and,,temper
ment,,on,,.How,,To,,Drawing,,Doodles,,,,red,,fox,,doodles,,by,,Krissyfawx,,on,,deviantART,,by,,ebony,,
on,,Indulgy.comWe,,,are,,,a,,,501(c)(3),,,NON-PROFIT.,,,Dedicated,,,to,,,Rescue,,,Turning,,,Unwanted,,
,Dogs.,,,Into,,,Loved,,,Dogs.,,,Listing,,,&,,,Rescuing.,,,Since,,,2008,,,Please,,,read,,,Doodle,,,Rescue,,,C
ollective,,,(DRC,,,.F1B,,,,English,,,,Goldendoodles,,,,.,,,,Ultra,,,,Cream,,,,,Apricot,,,,,Champagne,,,,,Red,
,,,,and,,,,many,,,,other,,,,color,,,,variations.,,,,Please,,,,refer,,,,to,,,,our,,,,color,,,,variety,,,,page,,,,to,,,,
see,,,,examples.Find,,,,Goldendoodle,,,,puppies,,,,for,,,,sale,,,,from,,,,local,,,,dog,,,,breeders,,,,near,,,,
you.,,,,Find,,,,a,,,,Goldendoodle,,,,puppy,,,,for,,,,sale,,,,near,,,,you,,,,at,,,,Pets4You.com.Life,,is,,better,
,with,,a,,Goldendoodle!,,Julianna,,See,,our,,family,,of,,exceptional,,Goldendoodles,,We,,are,,Sunset,,G
oldendoodles,,Our,,goal,,is,,to,,produce,,the,,best,,canine,,.

Green,,,Gables,,,Labradoodles,,,-,,,East,,,Coast,,,-,,,South,,,Carolina,,,-,,,Grace,,,George,,,Labradoodle
s,,,For,,,Sale,,,,Breeders,,,,Georgia,,,,North,,,Carolina,,,,TennesseeBoth,,,parents,,,of,,,these,,,fi,,,gold
endoodle,,,puppies,,,are,,,A.K.C.,,,registered.Willow,,,Lane,,,is,,,also,,,one,,,of,,,the,,,first,,,to,,,produc
e,,,beautiful,,,red,,,and,,,white,,,parti-coloured,,,golden,,,doodles,,,as,,,well,,,as,,,our,,,brown,,,and,,,w
hites.leapfrog,,,,labradoodles,,,,.,,,,and,,,,the,,,,Goldendoodle,,,,and,,,,Labradoodle,,,,Premium,,,,Bree
ders,,,,List.,,,,We,,,,abide,,,,by,,,,the,,,,Codes,,,,of,,,,Ethics,,,,set,,,,out,,,,by,,,,these,,,,organizations,,,,a
nd,,,,we,,,,surpass,,,,.Search,,,,for,,,,Doodles,,,,.

Goldendoodle,,Puppies,,,Irish,,Doodle,,Puppies,,and,,Bernedoodle,,Puppies,,by,,McKenzies,,Doodles,,i
n,,Northern,,Virginia,,,a,,breeder,,of,,f1b,,english,,goldendoodle,,puppies,,,Irish,,.Save,,,On,,,Doodles,,
,at,,,Walmart.,,,Free,,,Shipping,,,Site,,,to,,,Store.Find,,,,goldendoodles,,,,in,,,,north,,,,carolina,,,,from,,,
,local,,,,breeders,,,,near,,,,you,,,,or,,,,advertise,,,,your,,,,goldendoodle,,,,puppies,,,,for,,,,free,,,,at,,,,Do
gsNow.Quality,,,,mini,,,,and,,,,medium,,,,Goldendoodles,,,,from,,,,health,,,,tested,,,,parents.,,,,,,,,,Bre
eder,,,,of,,,,mini,,,,and,,,,medium,,,,sized,,,,Goldendoodles,,,,and,,,,Double,,,,Doodles,,,,for,,,,health,,,,
and,,,,temperment,,,,on,,,,.Available,,,Puppies.,,,Since,,,the,,,introduction,,,of,,,Doodles,,,in,,,the,,,USA
,,,nearly,,,a,,,decade,,,ago,,,Abracadoodles,,,has,,,been,,,dedicated,,,to,,,developing,,,their,,,bloodline
s.Fountain,,,,Falls,,,,Goldendoodles,,,,where,,,,health,,,,tested,,,,standards,,,,,mediums,,,,and,,,,minis,,
,,are,,,,raised,,,,for,,,,family,,,,companions,,,,,service,,,,dogs,,,,and,,,,therapy,,,,dogs.Ausm,,Labradood
les.,,Give,,Us,,a,,Call,,919-478-6129.,,.,,Read,,about,,our,,mission,,to,,promote,,the,,Australian,,Labra
doodle,,as,,a,,service,,dog,,on,,our,,Doodles,,on,,Duty,,page.

Owner,,,recommended,,,Goldendoodle,,,and,,,Labradoodle,,,Breeders,,,in,,,Colorado,,,,USA.,,,Health,,,
tested,,,breeding,,,dogs,,,,owner,,,friendly,,,warranty.KC,,Doodles,,And,,Poodles,,Aka,,"FIFTY,,SHADES
,,OF,,RED-,,GOLDENDOODLES",,Specializing,,in,,Apricots,,and,,Reds,,F1B,,,Multi-Generation,,and,,"Te
ddy,,Bear",,GoldendoodlesFOR,,,STUD,,,ONLY,,,NOT,,,FOR,,,SALE,,,Please,,,contact,,,as,,,soon,,,as,,,yo
ur,,,female,,,comes,,,in,,,,if,,,not,,,befor,,,Hickory,,,,North,,,Carolina,,,,,,GoldendoodleDuluth,,,Doodles,
,,,,,Goldendoodles,,,,,,Family,,,Raised,,,in,,,Duluth,,,,Minnesota,,,,,,We,,,raise,,,F1b,,,Goldendoodle,,,pu
ppies,,,in,,,a,,,small,,,family,,,atmosphereAustralian,,,,Labradoodle,,,,Breeder,,,,of,,,,Labradoodles,,,,P
uppies,,,,,.,,,,Apricot,,,,and,,,,Red,,,,puppies.,,,,.,,,,SC,,,,Premier,,,,Australian,,,,Labradoodle,,,,Breeder,
,,,,Aussie,,,,Doodle,,,,,.Why,,,,Love,,,,My,,,,Doodles?,,,,If,,,,you,,,,are,,,,unfamiliar,,,,with,,,,the,,,,Golde
ndoodle,,,,breed,,,,,you,,,,may,,,,be,,,,surprised,,,,at,,,,how,,,,smart,,,,these,,,,puppies,,,,are.,,,,They,,,,
are,,,,as,,,,easy,,,,to,,,,train,,,,as,,,,they,,,,are,,,,. 2ffeafca65 
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